was descending the expedition trail alone 11 September when he made his sighting at about 2048 meters elevation. In a convincing memorandum to the Superintendent, Hawaii-Volcanoes National Park, Mr. Morrison reported seeing the unusual bird several times at distances varying from 8-10 to 12-15 meters. Size, bill shape, and coloration of this individual as described to me by Mr. Morrison were similar to those of the nukupuus I saw. In his letter to the Superintendent, Mr. Morrison described the "tremendously long, curved bill," the upper mandible being "34 times the length of the lower" as was evident during a "yawn."
Mr. Morrison is interested in Hawaiian birds and familiar with their appearance. I consider his sighting of nukupuu valid, substantiating my own observations in this area. Thus two of the three races of Hemignuthus lucidus, those of Kauai and now of Maui, have been rediscovered in recent years; only the Oahu race is now believed extinct.
Pseudonestor xatihophrys. Maui Parrotbill. Late in the afternoon on 29 August, the last day of expedition field work, I was seated at an overlook of the upper Kipahulu Valley at about 2000 meters elevation and prepared to photograph any of the various species of honeycreepers that might visit an ohia tree in bloom below. At I7:33 a smallish, but "big headed" bird was seen to fly into a nonblooming ohia tree, one of a stand below my lookout. Observation through the 7 x 35 binoculars made identification of this bird positive at the first viewing.
It Sturnella neglecta.* Western Meadowlark. The pattern of behavior was very consistent. Feeding on figs would occur for a few minutes, then the bird would fly to the almond tree, entering at a point about halfway up the tree, and quickly work its way up to a "favorite" perch near the top (usually facing the sun), where it performed various acts such as preening, scratching, stretching one wing back, or sitting quietly. This "feeding-nerchinn" alternation occunied nearlv all of the seven hours %f observation with the exception of two short periods to the ground nearby, each lasting about five minutes.
Com
On 10 and 11 December 1966 a Mockingbird was observed in another part of the orchard and found to have a similar "feeding-perching" alternation. This time the food was two ripe pears at the base of a small pear tree, and the perch tree was a cherry tree 15 yards away. Behavioral data collected at intervals throughout the two-day period totaled 90 minutes of activity representing I4 round trips between the perch tree and the food. Mean time spent in the perch tree during a full cycle of "feeding-perching" was 4.9 minutes (range 2.5-12.3 min), while the time These observations suggest that the "feeding-perching" alternation is a means for providing defense of a food source in an area where the food supply is low and decreasing. Possible reasons for a bird taking up a perch tree 15 yards away from the food rather than in the food tree itself or the tree above the food (perching closer to the food would seem more efficient defense) may be: ( 1) the food supply may not have reached the low level necessary to force the birds into more intense defense, and (or) (2) defense may be more effective when the bird flies between the perch tree and the food supply. The latter explanation seems more likely.
Flight between perch and food gives maximum display of the bird' s presence (including white wing patches). Also, the small fraction of time at the food source spent in eating 
